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 Do not place the Med-Support Arm in a position between the two up positions.  Failure to do so could 
result in personal injury or equipment damage. 

 
 Never permit anyone under the bed while the bed is being used.  Failure to do so could result in 

personal injury. 
 

 Do not exceed the maximum allowable weight capacity on this bed.  The maximum weight is the sum 
of the resident/patient, mattress, bedding material and head and foot boards. 

 
 The bed mattress must be properly sized to meet entrapment zone dimensional guidelines published 

by the Food and Drug Administration. 
 
 
 
INSTRUCTION FOR USE           

Hi/Low (Bed Surface Height) (Standard on all models) 
The elevation controls are located on the outside of the Med-Support Arm unless a handset pendant is used; 
it would then be located on the handset.  To raise or lower the bed, simply use the up arrow to raise bed and 
down arrow to lower bed. 

Auto-Contour (Standard on models 762-802-763A-803A) 
The auto-contour controls are located on the inside of the Med-Support Arm.  To create a contoured position, 
push the up arrow raising the head which will create a slight knee break.  

Knee Positioning (Standard on models 803-763-763A-803A) 
The knee function is located either on the inside of the rail or on the pendant depending on the model.  To 
raise, locate the icon for the knee and use the up arrow to raise the knee.  If lowering, use the down arrow to 
return to a flat position. 

Head Positioning (Standard on models 803-763) 
The Head function is located either on the inside of the rail or on the pendant depending on the model.  To 
raise, locate the icon for the head and use the up arrow to raise the head.  If lowering, use the down arrow to 
return to a flat position. 
 
Pendant Control 
A pendant is available as an option to control the positioning of the bed sleep surface.  The pendant can 
easily be attached to the Med-Support Arm either by magnet or clip depending on the model.   
 
Therapeutic Foot Rack (Only models 803 and 803A) 
The Foot Rack is located under the foot end of the bed sleep surface and is attached to the intermediate 
frame.  It is used to raise the foot section of the bed for increased elevation of the feet.  This feature is used in 
conjunction with the knee elevated to its maximum position.   
 
Med-Support Arm® Positioning 
The Med-Support Arm can be placed in three distinct positions.  It can be adjusted by moving the latch toward 
the head end of the bed with one hand and using the other to move the arm to the desired location.   A label 
on the latch directs how to disengage.  The latch will self engage once the arm is in one of the two upright 
positions.   
 
Bed Operation Lockout Controls (Contour, Knee and Hi/Low – Standard on all models) 
The lockout controls are located under the foot section of the bed.  To lockout a function, toggle the switch to 
the  icon.  To unlock the bed operation, toggle the switch to the  icon. 

 


